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THE RELATION BETWEEN QUALITY AND ECONOMY OF CONCRETE

by Inge Lyse*
-----~~~~~-~-~--~--------~-~-~-~-----~-~-~~--~------

SYNOPSIS

This paper presents a summary of the inter-relation
" -

between the strength, permeability, durability, fire resist-

ance and volume changes of concrete. It also submits a stUdy

of the relation between-the strength of the concrete and the

economy of plain and reinforced concrete members. It explains

how a rational economical stUdy is made possible by the oon

stant watercontent theory, and hQw such factors as prices of
-

cement and aggregate, strength quality of cwment and gradation

of aggregates affect the economy of concrete mixes. A study

has also been made of the economy of reinforced conorete mem

bers subjected to compression and flexure, and results are

presented which show the inter-relation between the strength

of the concrete, the yield-point strength of the reinforcement

and the economy of the member.

INTRODUCTION

The relation between quality and economy of plain and

reinforced concrete members has long been a doubtful question.

- - ~ - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - . - ~ - - - . ~ ~ - - - - - -
* Research Assistant Professor of Engineering Materials,

Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
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It ha, been po1nted out by different author. that a r1ch concrete

mix Will usually result 111 a more econom.1cal re1ntorced concrete

struoture thtU). will a lean :m1x. As early 8S 190'1 Protessor Tal-
/'

bot(l~ pointed out that the rlQhet~conoretemix was more 600no:m1-

~al toroolumns of a glven strength than was a leane~ m1x. P~o

fessor G1llespie(2) and Professor Wlthey(3) h$.ve also stated that

the rioher concrete mix 1s th$ DlQre eoono:m10a1 tor reinforoed oon

o~ete oolumns and that an increase in richness ot the conorete mix

was more eoonomical for adding strength to the oolumn t~an an 1n

orease in the pereentage ot longitUdinal reinforcement. Mr. A.R.

Lord(4) reoently presented data which show that a considerable sav

ing was obtained When the strength of the ooncrete was 3000 1118t884

ot 2000 lb. per sq.in. Dr. H. Ols$n($) made a study ot the stfeot

on the eoonomy of a struoture when. higher working stresses were

used in the design. ae conoluded that the hlpe;r 'Working stress

(whioh requires stronger ooncrete and higher yield-point strength

of the reinforcement) resulted in a lower cost of 'the struoture.

No rat10nal stUdy. however. has previously been given to

the d1reot relat10n between the strength of the concrete and the

economy ot the ooncrete member. This study has been made possible

by the establishment of the oonstant water requirement tor conorete

ot a given oonsistency regardless of the r1chness of the mix (6).



The unit cost of ooncrete may ,therefore be expressed in terms of

the cement oontent, and sinoe the strength is a funotion of the

oement oontent; the upit cost 1s definitely related to th~

strength of the oonorete.

NOTATION

The notation adopted f~~ Use in this paper 1s as fOllows:

A = coefficient in strength equation

Ao • area of concrete (gross area)

As = area of longitudinal reinforcement

Ast = equ1valentarea of spiral reinforcement

a • aggregate oontent

at • ohange in aggregate oontent

B • ooefficient in strength equation

c= oement oontent

ot c ohange in cement oontent

D = density of ooncrete, or' portion of solids

d ~ effective depth of beam

E • oost per unit of strength

F = total load on structural member

fot • cylinder strength of concrete

f s = yield-point stress of l~ngitudlnal reinforcement

fs t = yield-point stress of spiral reinforcement

Sa = speoifio gravity of aggregates

go = speoifio gravity of oement



'gp .. specific gravity of oement paste

gw • specific gravity of water

j .. ratio in beam equation

K .. ooefficient in strengtb equation

k .. ratio in beam equation

k' .. effectiveness ratio of spiral reinforcement,
':r, ;,".' 1

that is, the ratio between the strength a~ded

by the spiral and that added by the same amount

of longitudinal reinforoement.

M == bending moment at m8.:K1mum load

4

n .. ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel to that

of ooncrete

p a cost per unit volume

p • percentage ot reinforoement

Pa .. price of aggregates

Po .. price of cement

Pc' • price of concrete

Ps • price of reinforoement

s .. strength

S .. factor of safety

v .. volume of concrete

Va' .. absolute volume of aggregates

Vo .. absolute volume of cement

Vg • absolute volume of coarse aggregate
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Vs • absolute volume of sand

Vw • volume of water

v • voids in concrete. air voids plus water

w • water content

y • the product kJ
Z ell thickness .of protective cover

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The first rational study of the factors affecting the

strength of cement mortars was made by R. Feret(7). He found

that the strength of the mortars was determined by the amount

of cement per unit of voids (air voids + water) in the mortar

and also by the amount of cement per unit of cement plUS voids.

Feret's experimental evaluation of the relation~hi~ was:

S • K(---L) 2 (1)
, l-Vs

Where K depends upon the materials and the conditions of the test.

Assuming that the same relationship would hold for con

crete. the equation becomes:

S • K( 0.)2 = K(~)2 (2)
l-Vs·Vg l-Va

Professor M. O. Withey(8) in 1914 pUblished results which

showed a straight line relationship between the strength and the

cement-void ratio of concrete. Professor Withey's relation may be

expressed by the equation:

S = A + B•.£.
v

(3)
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In 1918 ~ofessor Duff A. Abrams(9) publlshed his

water-oement ratio relationship and presented the following

equation for plastic and workable ooncrete mixes:

S D ~7 a (4)
B

For average laboratory conditions Professor Abrams

evaluated 'the constants

S D

in the equation:
14,000

7w/ c (5)

Since the first pUblication of the water-cement ratio a

great many investigators have contributed a vast amount ot in

formation on the relationship between the strength'and the water

cement ratio of the mix. The outstanding contributors are F. R.

McMillan(lO) and Profes'sor otto Graf(ll) of Germany. Professor

Graf expanded Abrams' water-cement ratio relationship by the use

of a factor which represented the strength quality of the cement

used.

At the University of Illinois experimentation on th$ fun

damental relationships for the strength of concrete had been

carried out for many years under the able leadership of Professor

A. N. Talbot. In 1923 the results of these studies were pUblished

(12) by Professors Talbot and Richart. The relationship for

strength was expressed as a function of the aement-space ratio or

the cement-void ratio. The equation given for average conditions

was:



s- 32,000 D 32 OOO(-!-}2.5
. 2 r:;: , c+, v

(l+.!) !,,!
Q

( 6)
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It is noted that the Illinois results check Feret's

results for mo~tar qUite well. However, the cement~void and

the cement-space relations never recei~ed the attention which

was stimulated by Abrams' water-cement ratio.

A study of the relationships for the strength of concrete

presented above, reveals that in all cases the cement and the

voids or the water, played an important role in the equations.

There is therefore no fundamental difference between the several

relationships obtained. Since for plastic and workable mixes the

amount of air ~oids in properly placed concrete is generally less

than one per cent, the difference between the Yoids ,and the water

content becomes so small that the yoid-cement ratio is very near

ly equal to the water-cement ratio. Professor slater(l3) has

shown how well the Talbot-Richart void-cement ratio curve agrees

with Abrams' water-cement ratio curve when the voids are equal to

the water content.

The water-oement ratio re1at10nship 1s at present gener

ally recognized as the criterion for the strength of concrete.

In 1930 Mr. R. L. Bert1n(l4) suggested the use of the

specific gravity of the oement paste as a measure of the strength

of the concrete. He found that the Abrams watar~cement ratio

curve became very nearly a straight line When the strength was
,

plotted against the specific gravity of the cement paste.
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Bertin's ~quation tor the st:rength of concrete is:

S D A~~p ~ B (7)

In 1931 it .was shown(15) that when the strength of the

concrete was plotted against the reciprooal ot the water-cement

ra.tio" that is the cement-water rat~o, both the' Abrams and the

Talbot-Richart curves for plastic an~ workable mixes gave an ap

proximately straight line relation. ~h$ relationship between

the strength and the oement-water ratio of concrete has since

been studied more fUlly and it has been shown that withinth$

range of practical ooncrete mixes the straight line relation

serves very well. It has also been shown that wh.enthewater

content in a unit of concrete remains oonstant and the cement

and the aggregate contents are the only va~iables. the strength

inoreases in direct proportion to the increase in the cement con

tent, or in other words. in, ,direct proportion to an increase in

the cement-water ratio. The relationship between strength and

the cement-water ratio of concrete is therefore given by the

form.ula:

oS • A ... D.w (8)

This equation holds only within a certain range,. Which.

however. covers all practical ooncrete mixes. For extremely lean

as well as extremely rich mixes, the straight line relationship

does not apply. This ~eads to the conclusion that for praotical

mixes the strength of the concrete is determined by the ooncentra

tion of cement particles in a unit of wat'er which may be expressed
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as follows: Above a mintmum number of oement partioles neoessary

to give wortability and binding strength to concrete, the strength

of the ooncrete increases in direct proportion to the increase in

number of cement particles per unit of water. Several Frenoh tech

nical papers ha~e also pointed out this straight line relation be

tween the cement-water ratio of the paste and the strength of the

concrete(16).

Furthermore, it has been shown(6} that for a given type

and gradation of aggregates the consistency of the conorete re

mains nearly constant as long as the water oontent per unit of

concrete remains the same. Thus for ooncrete of equal consist-

ency the streng~h equation beoomes:

S • A + B/~.C • A + K.c (9)

The strength of the concrete is here a function of the

cement content in suoh a way that the strength increases in di

rect proportion to the increase in the cement content. Equation

(9) is very convenient for the design and control of oonorete

m1xes(l7} and also gives the foundation for the rational stUdy

of the economy of'ooncrete structures.

RELATION BETWEEN STRENGTH AND OTHER QUALITIES OF CONCRETE

It has been shown above that the oompressive strength of

ooncrete increases directly in proportion to the increase in the

cement·water ratio. Gonnerman and Shuman(l8} have shown that the

factors which determine the compressive strength also ascertain

the tensile and flexural strength. They found that the tensile
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and flexural strengths of concrete were determined by the water

cement ratio of the paste in much the same manner as the oompres

sive strength. It may the~efore be concluded that the strength

properties of concrete are primarily determi~ed by the oement

water ratio.

The permeability of, concrete has also been primarily de

pendent upon the same tactors as those determining the strength

of the concrete(19). Fig. 1 shows the relation between the

strength and permeability of concretes, each of which oontained

a different brand of cement. It is noted that the permeability

decreases in direct proportion to the increase in strength of

the concrete. Mr. McMil~an(20) has ,also shown that for a given

brand of cement and a given curing of the concrete, the parme-

'ability decreases with the increase in strength.

Professor Scholer(2l) has demonstrated that the durabil

ity of concrete is to a large extent determined by the ,strength

of the concrete. The relation between the number of oycles of

freezing and thawing which will produce an initial disintegra

tion (22) and the cement-water ratio of the concrete is shown

in F1g. 2. The number of cycles increases direotlY with the in

crease in the cement-water ratio. This means that the resistanee

to initial disintegration increases in direct proportion to the

inorease in the conoentration of cement in the cement paste used.

The same law, therefore. which applies to the strength of con

crete elso applies to the resistance of initial disintegration.
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The tire resistance of concrete has lately been studied

qUite extenslvely(23) and the outstanding results of these

studies are presented in Fig. 3. It is noted from this figure

that the fire resistance of the concrete increases in direct.

proportion to the increase in oement content, both tor ordin

ary aggregates and for the light weight aggregate, Haydite. It
\ _.-

is also seen that the concrete containing light weight aggregate

shows a considerably higher fire resistance for the same cement

oontent than does-concrete containing, ordinary aggregates, and

that the fire resistance increases more rapidly with the increase

in cement content for concrete containing light weight aggregates

than for concrete containing ordinary aggregates. ,

From these results it may be conclu~ed that the factors

which give high strength will also give high imperme'ability,

greater resistance to free~lng and thawing. and high fire re-

·sistance.

On the other hand, the volume changes due to soaking and

drying of the concrete will increase with the increase in cement

content(13). Therefore, the greater the richness of th~ concrete

mix, the greater is the volume ohange. The properties of the

conorete which produoe high strength will therefore nQt neces

sarily produce low volume ohanges.
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THE ECONOMY OF PLAIN CONCRETE

The constant water content theory enables us to make a

rational study Of the relationship between the economy of d1f-

ferent concrete mixes. For mixes having a constant water con

tent the amount of solids in the ooncrete remains the same re-

gardless of riohness of mix so that the ohange in cement content

is accompanied by a similar ohange in the aggregate content.

Thus the following relation is found:

(10)

Setting up the equation for the volume of the concrete:

V = Vc + Va + V..- .!...+, !- + Vw = D + Vw (11)- , gc !a.' .,'-

sinoe
\

from which: a =~.g~

The price of the concrete materials is:

or sUbstituting tor a:
Sa" ' 8a

p = PcC+Pa(~~-C~g,c) III Pa~·.ga+,c~(p~ ~ gCP,a),

(12)

(13)

Thus the cost of the concrete materials is a direct tunc-

tion of the cement oontent for given prices on aggregates and

cement. By means of equation (13) the cost of any mix may be

determined when the prices of the materials, the density of the

mix and the specific gravities of the aggregates and the cement

are known. Since for ordinary concrete materials Sa =about 2.65



and: go .. about 3.10, the equation is reduced to:

P • 2.65D.Pa + (Pc - O.S5Pa).C
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(14)

If one cubio yard be used as unit of oonorete, the equation

. becomes when Pc and Pa are given in cents perpoun4:

p • 44~Ol) •.:Pa ": (pc :- 0 ~ asps ).0 ( 15 )

where c is given in pounds per oubic yard of concrete. Thus
\

. .
for given prices of the material' and for a 'given oonsistenoy

of the concrete, the cost of the materials per cUbio yard of

conorete 1s directly related to the variation in the cement '

content.

It has previously been shown that the strength for con

crete of constant water oontent is given by the formula:

S ~ A + Kc or, c = a-A (16)
K

Both the eost of the materials and strength of the concrete are

therefore given as a direct function of the cement content. The

cost expressed in terms of the strength becomes when Pa and Po

are giv~n in cents per pound:

P = 4460D.Pa + (Pc - O.S5Ps)SiA ( 17)

(18)

For plain concrete members loaded directly in compression

the load-carrying capacity is directly proportional to the strength

of the concrete. The size ot the concrete member fora given load

1s therefore determined by the strength of the concrete. The cross

section area ot the member is given by:

A • F
e f 's. c
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For a unit length ot the member the volume of concrete is

proportional to the cross-sectional area. Thus the volume of con

crete required- to oarry a given load is inversely proportional to

the strength of the concrete. The prioe of concrete per unit of

strength 1s therefore a measUreot theeconomy,of the mix. The

price per unit of strength is given by the equation:

E =; • ~(4460D.PC + (Pc - O~~PPa)S~A) (l9)

Fig. 4 shows the relation between the cost p$r cubic yard

of concrete per 1000 lb. per sq. in. of strength and the strength

of the concrete for given materials and conditions of test and

for five different prices of the cement. The decrease in cost

for a given load with the increase in strength of the concrete is

very great. A change in the cement content, which w111 produce a

corresponding change in the strength, will easily offset small

differences in the price of the cement. Th1sfigure is a .strong

evidence for increased economy with increased strength of the con

crete. It should furthermore be kept 1n mind that the conorete of

high strength has other advantages as oompared with concrete ot

low strength. namely. higher resistanoe to leakage. to fire and

to the action of freezing and thawing. The only disadvantage in

corporated-in riohconcrete over lean mixes is the larger volume

changes.

In Fig. 5 the only variable introduced was that ot the

price of the aggregates. It is noted that a change in the price

of the aggregates has a greater effect upon the economy of the
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mix than has a corresponding change in price of the cement. This

is due to the relatively large quantities of aggregates in a unit

of concrete. It is noted also that the effect of the price of

the aggregates on the economy of "the mix is more prominent for

lean than for rich mixes. The economy of the concrete increased

very much with the increase in strength of the concrete regard

less of the price of the aggregates. The strength relation for

the oonorete used in 'Fig. 4 and 5 was:

S • -2570 + 3600.c/w

In order to study the etfect of the strength-giving quali

ties of the materials on the cost of the concrete, three different

strength relations were considered. In Fig. 6 the strengths have

been plotted a8ainst the cement-water ratio for concretes contain

ing three different cements. The strengths for a given cement

water ratio were greatly different for the different cements. In

Fig. 7 the cost per cubic yard of concrete per 1000 lb. per sq. In.

strength has been plotted a~1nst the strength of the concrete for

these three strength relations. The cost 1s seen to be slightly

higher for the- cement··giv1ng the lower strength, but the differ

ence is not marked. A slight increase in the richness of the con

crete would easily offset the small differences in cost due to the

strength qualities of the oements.

In Fig. 8 the variation in cost with strength of concrete

is shown for different densities of the conorete. In preparing

this"figure it was assumed that the strength of the concrete in

creased in direot proportion to the increase in the cement-water
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ratio of the paste, regardless of the gradation of the aggregates

and the consequent variation in the density of the concrete. The

density of the concrete was varied from as high as 0.85 to as low

as 0.75. It is noted that these variations in the density produc

ed only slight differences in the cost of the concrete.

The outstanding result of this study of plain concrete is

the great Inereasein economy With the increase in the strength'

of the concrete.

In the practical application of the above stUdy the cost

of mixing, placing, curing and possible finishing of the concrete

and also the cost of formwork and labor contribute to the total

cost of the 'final structure. However, the cost of preparing,

handling and curing the concrete is nearly the same for rich and
,~

for lean mixes. The cost ot formwork, labort'and finish may be

someWhat different for the different concretes, since the cross-

, '

sectional area of the member changes wlth the strength of the

ooncrete and is greater for lean than for rioh mixes. However, in

most cases the differences in the cost of these items are so small

that for studies of the nature presented in this paper they may be

neglected.

ECONOMY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

In a reinforoed concrete member the cost per linear length

is made up of the cost of the concrete, the cost of the reinforoe

ment, the cost of forma and the cost of possible finish. Where the
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total area ot the member 'is in compression, both the concrete

area and ~he steel area will contribute their tUll load-carry

ing capacity. The strength 01' such a member 1s made up of the

individual strengths 01' the concrete and the reinforcement. The

effectiveness of the concrete in a reinforced concrete oolumn

has been found to be approximately 85 per,oent(24) of the cyl

inder strength~ Thus tor a tied reinforced concrete column the

ultimate strength 1s given by:

S • o.a5t~.Ac + fSA$

For a spirally reinforced concrete column the ultimate strength

is given by:

, (21)

It the load carried by the spiral i~ equal to, or less. than the

load carried by the protective concrete shell outside the spiral,

the spiral will not add to the strength of the oolumn. The ef-

fectiveness* ratio., k,' t' becomes zero and the formula "or the

spirally reinforced CQl~s. pecomes equal to the formula for

the tied column. In the following study· the strength oontributed

by the spiral reinforcement has been assumed to be equal to or

less than the strength of the concrete shell.

~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ -
* The effectiveness is here measured in terms of the strength

.added by the spiral 1n excess of the strength added by
the proteotive'shell.
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In making an. economical study of a reinforoed ooncrete

column, the following cost equation 1s used:

p • p~.Ac +·Ps.As + Forills + Finish (22)

where P is final cost per unit of length of column.

Since the cost of forms and finish does not vary appreciably

with the size of the columns used, it has been neglected in

the following study. The first term on the right-hand side

Thus for

and f!
fa

of the equation is studied under plain concrete except that the

cost is 17-1/2 percent greater than for plain concrete, due to

the fact that only 0.85 of the cylinder strength 1s available

in the reinforced column..

The most economical column is the one haVing the lowest

cost per unit of strength. The unit cost of concrete is:
,

pc.Ao

and the unit cost of steel is:

~e~:~ .In which the steel area As in the '. and de.ominator is

equal for columns having welded reinforcement, but in which the

steel area in the ~~~~~tis about 1.20 times the area in the

denominator for columns having spliced reinforcement.
"

columns haVing welded reinforcement we have that Pc
O~85fA
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't cost of concrete and steel respecti'\rely, per unit ot
,~:~":;, :'

'.",,-,"

length. In order to have a lower unit cost for reinforcement,
than for concrete, !!must be less than Pc • Since Ps is

. . fs 0.8Sf&

usually given in terms of tons and Pc in terms of Qubic yards,

it is necessary to relate these terms.

1 ou.yd. steel

Thus h must be less
f s

• 6.6 tons.

the price Ps

f~ == 2000,

must be less than ~.f.'.'P6· ._O.l~f,p~. F~r fs • 45,000 and
5~6 to \ fC ' ,"

~,s'. must be less than 0.ls45000p ' - 4.05pc. For. 2000 .~ .

1 80000 t
.fs • 80,000 and fA • 2000, Ps must be less than O~ 8 2000PO·

t
7.20po. In Fig. 9 the values ot the cost r~tio are given for

several yield-point strengths of the reinforcement and for

several strengths' of the concrete.

For columns having spliced reinforcement the cost ratio

becomes, When the amount of splicing 1s 20 per cent of the

theoretioal amount ot reinforcemen.t:
1 fs t fs t

~s- 1.20· O.let~·Pe • O.lSt~·Pc

Under plain concrete it was pointed out that the most

economical concrete mix was that Which produced the greatest

strength. It is noted from Fig. 9 that the greater the yield

point Of the reinforcement, and the lower the strength of the

concrete, the most chance there 1s that the reinforcement may
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be more economical than the concrete tor tnece.rrYing of a

definite load.

By means ot this relationship between the cost of steel

and conore~e it is a simple matter to compute the most economi

cal reintorced concrete column.

It a reinforced concrete oolumn contains spiral reinforce

ment which will give strength in excess of the strength of the pro

tective shell, a study of the economy of the spiral can be made in

the same manner as shown above tor the longitUdinal reinforcement.. .
However. the economy ot the spiral reinforcement may be considered

more directly. If the cost of the spiral reinforcement' shall be

less tha~ the cost of the ,"ongi tud1nal reinforcement pe'r lint t of

load carried, the coat ratio between the spiral and the longitu

dinal reinforcement must be less than the effectiveness ratio ot

the spiral. Thus,. if the effectiveness ratio of the spiral 1s

1.0, the cost of the spiral reinforoement in place must be less

than the cost of the equi.alent percentage of longitUdinal rein

forcement it a more economical column is desired.

ECONOMY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

It is obvious that in reinforced concrete slabs and red-

tangular beams the most economic design results When both the

steel and the conorete are fully utilized, that is, when the max

imum stress in the steel corresponds to its yield-point stress

and the maximum stress in the concrete corresponds to. its ultimate
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strength. providing the bending moment governs the size. If both

materials were not fully utilized the steel would reach its yield

point stress before the concrete reached its ultimate strength. or

vice versa, and the depth or the amount of reinforcement would be

greater than that necessary for its load~carryingoapacity. The

depth 'ot the section or the amount ot reinforcement could be ad- ,

justed until the steel and concrete stresses were balanced without

affecting the strength of the section.

It has'been shown(251 that the compressive strength Of the

concrete in flexure is considerab~y greater than that indirect

compression when straight line stress distribution is used in the

,computation. The maximum compressive stress in reinforoed beams ~

corresponded to 'approximately 1.5 times the cylinder strength for
" '

conorete ot strengths of more than 2000 lb. per sq. in. and this

value has been used inthefollowlng stUdy. It has also been

shown(25) that the location of the neutral axis for beams of dit-

ferent strengths of concrete does not vary greatly. This is due

to the fact that the location ot the neutral axis 1s not only de~

termined by the ratio of the ~oduli ot elasticity of steel and of

concrete, but also by the percentage Of reinforcement. The posi

tion of the neutral axis is ~iven by k • (2pn + (pn)2' - p~. Since

an increase in the strength of the concrete will deorease the

ratio n but require an increase in the percentage ~. the position

of the neutral axis is only slightly aftected. The location ot
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the neutral axis has therefore been taken as fixed in the follow-

(23)2M
y.d2

ing study. Per unit width of slab the ordinary straight line

stress distribution gives:
., 2M

1.5f9.- a-
k"j.d.

or 2. 2M
d . 1.5.Y:f~

4 Mc ...............

3 y.t;

d (24)

The effective depth of the beam thus decreases inversely with the

squar,e ~oot of the cylinder strength. Since the cost equation per

unit length of a reinforced conorete beam of unit width is:

P • d.Pd t Asps +. z.p~ + Forms + Finish (25)
, ..

the,oost of the slab for a given condition decreases with the de

crease in the effective depth. It the oost of forms and finish

be oonsidered equal for different depths, the variation in the

strength of the conorete affects only the first and third terms

of the equation. Neglecting for the present. the cost of the pro

tective cover, ~.p;, a stUdy will be given to the first term:

For a given moment, M, the cost of the conorete in the ef

fective depth ot the section is seen to vary inversely with the

square root of the strength ot the conorete. The cost of the pro

tective cover, Z.p', w1ll increase with the strength of the oonorete
o
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and the amount of steel w1ll have to be inoreased,in <?rder to pre

vent failure in the reinforcement. The amount of reintoroin~

steel 1s gi~en by:
M M V3.M.l.t~ I

As • l1li .' (2&)
- j.d.fsa•J.' '~8' 2. j.rs, , .. ,3.,y.f4·

The amount of reinforcement will thus vary directly with the

square root of the strength of the concrete. /Slnce the relative

increase in the amount of steel is-equal to the relative decrea$e

in the volume of effective concrete,- the total eost of the see

tion may either increase or~deorease With the increase in strength

ot the concrete, depehding upon the relative costs and amounts ot

concrete and steel. Generally the decrease in cost of the oon

crete will more than offset the inorease in the cost of the steel

and of the protective cover. In order to illustrate the relation

between the variation in the cost of the section and the strengths

of the concrete tor given conditions Fig. 10 has been prepared. In

,this figure relative costs of the section for different strengths

of the concrete are shown tor the following oonditions.

MUlt. IIiI 100,000 lb-in. per inch of width

fa· 40,000 'lb. per sq.1n.
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3660p + (p "'!0 .• S5p )8,+2570
. .a. o. a 12

in which:

Pac 6.10 cents' per pound, and Pc =O.J>O oentsper pound, .

Then:

P1 til 366+0 •.4158+2570 • 36r6+8.9,+,O.03~'S • 455+0.0346.S .. cents
C . . .. ,. 12 ., ' .. - \ -, - per 'cubic r yard.

p~ D 3-1/2 cents' pe~ pound, andZ • 1.0 in.

It is noted trom F1g. 10 that the relative cost 01' the

section decreases slightly with the increase in the s'rength of

the concrete. The decrease. 'however, i8 very small when compared

with concrete in direot oompressle>l1, indicating that the flexural

conorete member 1svery, 11ttl~ .at1'eo,ted by the va~1at1on 1n the

strength 01' the concrete.- If other factors than the flexural

stresses govern the size,ot the sect10n, the above study 1$ ~t no

value in jUdging the economy 01' the member.

Since the yield-point strength 01' the re1ntoX"cement is

fully ut11ized at the ultimate strength of the reinforoed con

crete bemn or column. it becometJ the criterion tor the econolll1

of the reinforoement. The eoono~.of the reinforcement is

therefol;"e direotly proportional to the ratio between the cost

of the steel and its yield-point stress, that is: E. ¥: .
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In this paper no study has been gi~en to such important

items as the reduotion in dead load produced by the use of

smaller seotions and the increase in floor space.gained by any

reduction in the size ot the oolumns. For gi~en conditions,

the economic effect of these items maybe estimated directly

by the use of the ordinary design formulas.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The constant water content for concretes of a given

consistency 'presents a basis for a rational study of the rela

tion between the quality and the economy of the concrete.

2. The impermeability, the durability and the fire re

.sistance, as well as the strength of concrete are determined

primarily by the cement-water ratio of the paste.

3. The economy ot a plain concrete member designed to

carry a" given load increases markedly with the increase in the

strength ot the concrete.

4. The ordinary variations in strength qualities of the

cement as well as the density of the concrete have slight effect

upon the economy of the concrete.

5. The eoonomy of reinforced conorete columns carrying

a given load increases with the increase in strength of the con

crete ~sed.

6. It for columns having welded reinforcement, the cost

of the longitudinal steel (per ton) 1s O.lsf, times the cost of
f o
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the concrete (per cubic. yar.) , the strength of the column may be
, ."

ino;reas~d at ~qual <lost by the U$e of either steel or concrete.

If the cost of the steel is greater than this ratio, the most

economical column 1s obtained by the Use 0!am1nimum amount ot
,~ ,\ ..... , .

reinforcement. For splice4 reinforoement the cost ratio is about
fs

O.15ft •
o

'7. When the flexural stresses govern the size of a rein

forced concrete member, the eoonomy of the member is only slightly

affected by the strength of the ooncrete used.

8. :The economy of the reinforcement 1s directly propor

tional to the ratio between the cost of the steel and its yield...

point stress.
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